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8.1 INTRODUCTION

The main objective ofthis chapter is to discuss and deliberate on the contribution ofIbn
AI-Awwam in relation to the advancement of botanical science and agriculture. The
significance of this chapter is for the people especially the new generations to appreciate
the findings and thinking of the people of historical age, particularly the Muslim's
scientists and their works so that the people in the present state could mere develop a new
thought or findings. The methodology adopted in this chapter is web base research and by
looking into the ancient Islamic civilization and find out the contribution of an ancient
Muslim's scientist in the field of Botany and Agriculture.

8.2 IBN AL-AWWAM THROUGH HISTORY

Ibn AI-Awwam gives so many contributions on the field of agriculture and he also the
author of a famous treatise on agriculture entitled Kitab Al-Filaha, which is considered to
be the most important Muslim work as well as the most important mediaeval one on the
subject. Ibn AI-Awwam revolutionizes agricultural field during the Islamic civilization era
as for almost every civilization, agriculture has always been the main activities as it
provides food and various herbs for medicinal purpose to the people. Agricultural
activities started as people trying to understand the knowledge about plants and their usage
and Botanical science at the time was mostly studied in relations to plant use in medicine
and food. (Andrew, 1974)

Muslim Spain, called Andalusia, was a prosperous region from the Arabic
conquest in the 700s through the 1100s, and it became the center of important cultural
advances that included pharmacological and agricultural writings (Glick, 1979, pp. 253
257). Ibn AI-Awwam Al-Ashbili was one of the famous writers on agriculture during the
Islamic Golden Age in Spain. His valuable book entitled Kitab Al-Filahah is based on the
works of his Greek, Roman, Nabatean and Ancient scientist predecessors discussing on
the culmination of the tradition in agriculture. Moreover, the book also includes Ibn Al
Awwam's personal observations regarding agriculture. The book was divided into two
parts consisting of 35 chapters and every chapterdeals with some defmite topics
concerning agriculture. (Aktar ana Paramasivam, 2008)
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